Cardiac imaging.
The emergence of noninvasive imaging techniques for the definitive diagnosis and monitoring of cardiovascular disease has greatly altered cardiac imaging in the past 25 years. The practice of cardiac imaging in 1975 was centered on conventional radiography and angiography, but, in the past 2 decades, noninvasive techniques have substantially replaced catheterization and angiography. The reliance on echocardiography for the evaluation of many cardiac diseases had a profoundly negative influence on the role of the radiologist in cardiac imaging, since the exercise of this modality has been a nearly exclusive province of the cardiologist. However, in the past decade, magnetic resonance imaging has been gradually assuming more importance in cardiovascular diagnosis; with this increase in importance, the role of the radiologist has been reactivated. In 1975, fellowship training in cardiac imaging was frequently combined with training in angiography. Now, training may be more effective by combining cardiac and pulmonary imaging in a thoracic imaging fellowship, but cross-training with an associated subspeciality will be influenced by priorities and personnel in various departments.